
ULTRALIGHT
Wet or dry, COMPRESSPORT® probably remains the 
most lightweight (does not retain water).

STORM PROOF 
The Hurricane Jacket V2 and Vest V2 provides an 
excellent protection against the wind.

ERGO-SHAPE
Its ergonomic shape, longer in the back than in the 
front along with its silicon inner lining, keeps the back 
well covered.

EXTENSIBLE FABRIC
Excellent extensibility, freedom of movement thanks to 
this innovative fiber.

INVISIBLE BACK POCKETS
2 invisible pockets in the back of the jacket are 
extremely easy to access.

ERGONOMIC ZIP
Diagonal zipper to facilitate fast opening &amp; closing 
of your jacket while racing. It also add comfort in 
movement.

3D BACKPACK EXTENSOR
This 3D extensor structure provides an extension rate 
up to 200% thus enveloping your backpack whatever 
its volume. It allows complete freedom of movement 
during your runs, jumps and pushes on the ski poles.

BODY FIT
BodyFit design, an adjusted and very confortable 
cut that makes it possible to avoid all unpleasant 
draughts of air.

BREATHABLE MICROFIBER
The microfiber helps evacuating the heat and 
improves ventilation.

REFLECTIVE LOGO
Maximum security during your low light or night 
trainings. The logos are reflective and can be seen 
from hundreds of metres away.

ERGONOMIC COLLAR
The particular design of the collard enables free head 
movement while still blocking wind and cold.

ULTRA-PACKABLE
Practical, it can be folded easily to be storaged in a 
backpack, a belt or a small pocket.

Hurricane v2 Jacket & Vest
Lightweight wind and cold proof jacket: the Hurricane Jacket V2 

is designed from an innovative fibre that protects from wind while 

remaining fully stretchable.

Quality of its materials and design: this is the perfect choice for 

all your fresh outings.

3D Backpack Extensor: This structure provides an extension rate 

up to 200% thus enveloping your backpack whatever its volume. 

It allows complete freedom of movement during your runs, jumps 

and pushes on the ski poles.

“Weighing just 100 
grams, it offers a mix 
of lightweight feel 
and protection from 
wind”
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